Hanging Instructions

Finding the right image for your space can be challenging and hanging it correctly can be even more difficult. Best practice is to hang a single piece of artwork at eye level, usually around 60 inches from center of the image height to the floor. If you are hanging above furniture, the bottom of the frame should be 6-8 inches above the feature.

When hanging artwork ensure ample weighted hangers are used to secure the artwork to the wall. When working with drywall opt for Hillman hangers. Follow the weight & usage according to picture being hung.

>26”x30” [smaller] | Use two 25lb hangers; [spaced 3” to 5” apart – spacing is subjective to artwork size and orientation] by using two hangers the artwork will not “walk” and skew on the wall.

30”x46”-46”x60” | Use two 75lb hangers; [spaced 10” to 15” apart – spacing is subjective to artwork size and orientation] by using two hangers the artwork will not “walk” and skew on the wall.

<46”x60” [larger] | Use four 75lb hangers; [cluster two hangers together side by side; each cluster spaced 14” to 20” apart – spacing is subjective to artwork size and orientation] by using four hangers the artwork will be secured and will not “walk” to skew on the wall.

Questions or Concerns? If you have further questions, consult your local hardware store or contact us: 941-486-0811